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Aapl stock split announcement



REUTERS/Edgar Su Apple announced its fifth stock split in its history on Thursday, as the iPhone maker's stock price marched to the $400 level. Apple said a stock split would allow it to appeal to a broader base of investors. The move will appeal to investors who have a hard time buying a stock that buys
a triple-digit price. Apple said that investors will receive three additional shares on August 24 for each one they owned, while the stock price will be split by four, bringing it closer to $100. Apple last split its stock in 2014 when it enacted a 7-for-1 split when its share price reached $700. Here's how many
shares an investor would own if they bought a single stake before Apple's first stock split. Visit Business Insider's homepage for more stories. Apple will split its stock for the fifth time in its history, the iPhone maker said Thursday after reporting strong earnings that beat analysts' estimates. Apple said it
would enact a 4-for-1 split on August 24, meaning every share owned by an investor today would turn into four shares. At the same time, Apple's stock price will be quarterly, from about $400 now to about $100 when the split happens. Apple's dividend will also be taken in quarter to reflect that share
change once the split goes through. The stock split will have zero impact on Apple's fundamentals or market value, but will help the stock appeal to a broader base of investors, Apple said. A lower stock price could make buying stocks easier to stomach for investors. Read more: These 16 global stocks
have at least 20% upside in the next year — and they'll continue to thrive as COVID-19 accelerates a key technological shift, UBS says Apple enacted 2-for-1 stock splits in 1987, 2000, and 2005, as well as a 7-for-1 stock split in 20 One share owned before Apple's first split in 1987 would turn into 224
shares next month once the split happens. While Apple has enacted stock splits, Amazon, which has seen its stock price rocket to above $3,000, has not done so in years. Some investors think a higher stock price attracts longer-term investors and discourages shorter-term traders, effectively reducing
volatility. But with fractional share investment available at nearly every brokerage firm, that thinking is likely obsolete - like the thinking that a stock split would broaden the appeal of the stock to investors. Now anyone can invest as little as $5 in Apple or Amazon instead of committing to buying a full share.
Read more: A Wall Street quant head breaks down why a COVID-19 vaccine isn't the silver bullet investors hope - and warns another stock market crash is likely One substantial effect the Apple stock split on the market is related to the Dow Jones industrial average, of which Apple is a member. The 30-
company index is a price-wedged index, meaning its moves are based on the dollar move in the stock price, not moving the percentage, as in other stock market indexes. Because Apple's price will drop to about $100 from about $400 once the split is enacted, moving into Apple shares will have less of an
effect on moves in the Dow. Apple is the highest-priced stock in the Dow, meaning a move in Apple has the biggest effect on a move in the Dow. Once Apple splits its stock, UnitedHealth will replace it as the biggest impact on the Dow. Read more: 'The stock market could drop as much as 80%': A 47-
year-old market veterinarian explains why we're in the midst of a global bust -- and make a case for $10,000 gold NOW WATCH: The rise and fall of Donald Trump's $365 million airline Apple Inc.se stock price appears quite a bit lower Monday morning, but investors shouldn't worry The iPhone and Mac
giant's four-for-one stock split officially occurred after the end of trading Friday, and Apple AAPL, -0.77% expects the move will make its shares more accessible to a broader base of investors. As a result of the split, Apple shareholders will own four shares for each one they previously held. It's a notable
day as well for Tesla Inc. TSLA, +1.57%, which performs a five-for-one split after Friday's closing bell and will see its stock also begin trading on this new basis Monday morning. Here are three things to know about Apple's stock split. How it works After Friday's closing bell, Apple shareholders are the split
shares for every existing part of the company they own. That applies to those who were shareholders of record by Aug. 24, though Apple said that those who bought shares between the record date and the time of Friday's split would also be issued split shares. Apple shares are officially starting to trade at
the new split price at the opening bell of Monday's Nasdaq session. Apple announced its plan for the split on July 30 with its most recent earnings report. Expect Apple's stock price to be about 75% lower when trading begins Monday morning as a result of the split — shares closed friday at $499.23,
suggesting they will open about $124.81, though the tenor of pre-market trading could affect it. While some systems may appear to register that Apple's stock has actually fallen by 75%, the historical records will eventually be adjusted so apple's previous stock prices are also reflected on a split basis.
Historic precedent It marks Apple's fifth stock split during its time as a public company. It went public in December 1980. Apple did a seven-for-one split on June 9, 2014, and two-for-one splits on June 16, 1987, June 21, 2000 and Feb. 28, 2005. If Apple never split its stock, shares would currently change
hands for about $28,000 apiece. With the historical adjustments, past events and prices will be changed. Apple, for example, has shares in its 1980 initial public offering $22 per shares priced. However, after its first four stock distributions, that price fell to 39 cents a shares in the historic register, and it will
fall again — to about a cent — after this split. Shake Shake the Dow Accessibility aside, Apple's stock split also helps bring its stock price more into line with peers in the Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA, +0.65%, which is weighed by the price. Trading just shy of $500 before the split, Apple was the
biggest component in the blue-chip index, but it will fall in the middle of the pack after the split as UnitedHealth Group Inc. UNH, +1.65% regains the top spot, which it occupied for part of spring. Apple will have the 18th largest weight among the 30 index members based on Friday's closing price, according
to Dow Jones Market Data. Just seven Dow Jones Industrial Average components, including Apple, had share prices higher than $200 before the split. Apple's split also prompted S&amp;P Dow Jones indices to make some changes to the rest of the index and start out some lower-priced stocks. Pfizer
Inc. PFE, +0.19%, Exxon Mobil Corp. XOM, -0.91% and Raytheon Technologies Corp. RTX, +0.21% will leave the index before trading begins Monday, with Salesforce.com Inc. CRM, +0.06%, Amgen Inc. AMGN, +1.21% and Honeywell International Inc. HON, +0.83% taking their locations. Read: Why
Dow's shake-up is bad for stocks added to it — and less bad for those stolen This is the second time in the past decade that the S&amp;amp; P Dow Jones Indices committee will swap out three components at a time, and the third time this millennium. Apple announced a 4-for-1 stock that was effectively
split August 31, 2020. Find out what an inventory split means for your outstanding inventory and options positions from TD Ameritrade. 5 min read Photo by Getty Images So you traded stocks a while, got comfortable with the ebb and flow, and decided to add options to your lineup. You did the tutorials,
read the articles, watched the webinars (all for free if you're a TD Ameritrade customer) and now everything is going to run smoothly. But then a company like Apple (AAPL) announces a stock split, and you happen to hold an options position. Are you about to be snacked, or maybe pick up a big windfall?
Uhh . . . Lol It doesn't work that way. There's no free lunch, said Peter Klink, director of risk management at TD Ameritrade. Adjustments are made to keep valuations and obligations after a split intact. This includes options. With Apple announcing a 4-for-1 stock split from August 31, 2020—its fifth split
since going public in 1980 questions is swirling about what it means for outstanding inventory and options positions. Here's what you need to know. Stock splits are just one type of corporate action as far as splits go, Apple's 4-for-1 split is relatively simple. For each share you hold from the record date of
August 24, you will receive four shares as of the ex date, which is August 31, 2020. After the split, each share — all that is equal — will be worth one-fourth of what it was pre-divided. So, for example, as Apple shares $400 per share traded, and you hold 100 shares, after the split, you'll hold 400 shares,
each worth $100. Note that the value of your your change; the value is $40,000 before and after the split. To learn more, refer to this primer on stock splits. It's not every day that the largest company in the United States splits its shares. But splits are just one type of corporate action. Others include cash
dividends, stock dividends, spinoffs, mergers, and acquisitions. Although the big ones like Apple make the headlines, corporate actions - big and small - happen every day. But as Klink pointed out, corporate actions require adjustments to be made. This may include the number of outstanding shares
and/or the share price, as well as the terms of listed options contracts such as strike prices and/or multiplies. These changes often result in contractor terms falling outside the standard 100-share contracts, Klink explained, so they are often called 'non-standard options'. But again, adjustments aim to keep
the valuations and maths the same to the extent possible. There's a process in place It all starts with the Depository Trust &amp; Cleaning Corporation (DTCC), the cleaning and settlement agent for U.S. securities transactions. The DTCC determines how stocks will trade before and after the event. For
options, there's the Options Cleaning Corporation (OCC), which is the central clearer for all options listed in the United States. Its Securities Committee, along with an adjustment panel consisting of representatives from exchanges, decide whether an adjustment is needed and how it should be structured.
The decision is binding for all investors, Klink explained. Although customizations are made on a case-by-case basis, Table 1 shows how options are typically customized for inventory distributions. Market Adjustment Whole Splits (3:1, 4:1, etc.) Weird Splits (3:2, 5:4, etc.) Number of Contracts Increased
by Split Ratio Remains the same strike price Reduced by split ratio Reduced by split ratio Share price Reduced by split ratio Multiplier Remains the same can change No change can change table 1: TYPICAL SPLIT ADJUSTMENTS. This table shows the typical adjustments, but investors need to confirm
via the OCC website. Actual contract adjustments will be outlined in an information memo. For illustrative purposes only. How will the Apple split influence options? Although the DTCC and OCC will set the official terms in general, you can only follow the table. For example, suppose this is the ex date and
shares are trading at $430. In addition to owning 100 shares of Apple, suppose you're long a 400-strike sitting and short a 380-strike sitting (380-400 put vertical distribution). After the ex date, you'd want to own 400 shares of Apple at $107.50. Instead of one sitting vertical distribution, you'd own four —
but the strikes would also be split by four. The 400 strike becomes the 100 strike and the becomes the 95 strike. The options prices will also change. Options prices are set by supply and demand, so the theoretical values will be somewhere in the vicinity of one-fourth their Value. An option worth $2 would
be worth around $0.50. The multiplier and delivery terms remain the same. A standard options contract is still deliverable in 100 shares of stock. And again, stock splits are just one type of corporate action. Dividends, spinoffs and other actions typically come with their own set of corporate action
adjustments. How are my options affected? A split or other corporate action usually requires no action on the part of the investor. Positions adjust accordingly. But here are a few things to consider: Expiration Dates matters. Like that cardboard milk in the refrigerator, you need to check the expiration date.
Remember: AAPL sets its ex date for the split on August 31, 2020. Options that expire before then are still based on the prerefremented price, but anything after the ex-date will be based on post-divided prices. Non-standard options and liquidity. If you happen to inherit a position in a non-standard option
after customization, it's up to you to decide whether you're on or liquidate (and maybe look for another option to trade). Sound explained: Some non-standard options may have less liquidity and wider than normal bid/asking distributions. At least it can't make sense to establish new positions once options
are customized. What about those Greeks? Again, the underlying math remains the same. In the case of options analysis and risks (collectively known as the greeks), the total exposure and risk/reward as measured by the greeks will remain the same before and after an adjustment. Delta doesn't change,
for example, because it's a relationship between the strike price and the stock price, both of which change with the same proportion. Theta, on the other hand, is a relationship between premium and time. When the premium of AAPL options is split, theta per option will be one-fourth it used to be. But if you
own four options, the math for the total position will be the same pre- and post-split. The same goes for vega, which tracks the relationship between implied volatility and options premium. After the AAPL split, a 1% move in volatility will have one-fourth the effect on each option, but if you have four of them,
it will be the same total exposure. Bottom Line on options and stock splits When a new investor is exposed to the dynamics of a split, it can be a little jarring. But it's all pretty intuitive. Just take a step back, dissect and consume. Digest.
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